NEWHAVEN AND PEACEHAVEN U3A
SEPTEMBER 2020

Newhaven & Peacehaven U3A AGM 2020
Our AGM is scheduled for Thursday 1st October at The Meridian Centre. Sadly, because of the ongoing
pandemic it is highly unlikely that this event can go ahead. Current social distancing rules would mean
that the hall would only be able to accommodate around 30 people. There is also the not so small
problem that we don’t know when the Meridian Hall will open to the public! So why are we calling a
AGM?
Under the terms of our constitution we are required to call an AGM once every calendar year. Our last
AGM was in September 2019. We are calling the AGM in the expectation that nobody will turn up and
that we can then declare the meeting inquorate. The meeting will then be adjourned and it will then
be up to the Committee to reconvene the AGM at a time of its choosing. There is no time limit on this,
and we shall be able to leave it until such time as it is safe for public meetings to proceed. Obviously,
we do want the meeting to take place as soon as it is safe.
In with this newsletter you will have found all the documentation for the AGM. There’s a Chair’s report, Treasurer’s report, and a nomination form. If you are interested in joining the U3A Committee or
taking on one of the Officer roles (Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Treasurer or Secretary) you can nominate
yourself to stand (permitted this year only because of the circumstances). The forms need to be returned to me by the 3rd September. You can email me your nomination or post me the form.
We are allowed a maximum of 9 committees members plus the officers. If nominations exceed positions available, a ballot will need to be held for that position (s) at the AGM. In that case the officer/
committee members will continue in post until an election can take place at the AGM. For positions
where the nominations do not exceed positions available the nominated people shall be deemed to be
appointed.
Jacquie Webber (U3A Secretary)

The University of the Third Age (U3A) is a self-help learning organisation for people who have

https://u3asites.org.uk/newhaven-peacehaven
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U3A Membership Renewal
Well, amongst all the gloom and doom, here is some great news! Some of
you may be wondering when you will need to renew your membership and
how much it is going to cost. Tony Garwood, our new Treasurer, has confirmed to the Committee that our finances are in good order and that we do
not now have to ask members for more money. It is our intention that the
2019-20 membership card will remain in force until such time as we are able
to meet up again face to face. At this point the Committee will set an appropriate level of fee for the remainder of our financial year.
Jacquie Webber (U3A Secretary)

Get well and sympathy cards
If you know of any U3A member who is ill or in hospital and would appreciate a cheery card from us all at the U3A, please let Norma Ingram know on:
01273 581492

Gloves
Have you lost these gloves?
Get in touch with Jacquie on 07428159444 if you think they may be yours.

Prepared by Viv Dunsdall & Val Freeman

Here are cryptic 10 clues for creatures that live in water, how
many can you identify?
1.

A place for Polly

2.

Do this on ice

3.

No H.P. here!

4.

Also, in Kent

5.

It’s painful if you pull it

6.

Type of tie

7.

Served with custard

8.

Member of gang in West Side Story

9.

Agatha Christie’s ones were red

10.

Does not need a jockey

Answers on page 6
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A Sort of COVID -19 Update
We are still at it, or not at it, depending upon whether your glass is half full or half empty. I consider
mine half empty and I am bored with it. No foreign holidays, repeats on TV, cannot get through to the
doctors on the telephone!! We can only hope that things will be better by Christmas and that our U3A
will be fully up and running again. In the meantime keep well and safe.
Cheers,
John Harrison

Mary O’Neill’s Pandemic
Here is Mary’s monthly take on what’s happening.
Covid-19 is still doing its best to keep us oldies locked down. The highlight of my week was when I was
visited by a lady from Peacehaven who came to cut my hair in my front garden! My daughter Christine
had made the arrangement with the lady. I expect some of our members will know her.
So many younger people seem to be carrying on regardless of the risks. My youngest granddaughter,
Zoe (20), has just spent six days walking and camping with a friend along Hadrian’s Wall. I think she
said they managed to raise about £400 for the Great Ormond Street Children’s Hospital!

It makes you laugh!!
A man walks into a pub with an octopus. He says, “This octopus can play any musical instrument you
name”. If he can’t play it then I will buy everyone a drink!!
“Right.” says the barman, “How about the piano?” The man puts him on the piano stool, opens the piano and the octopus starts to play the most beautiful music by Chopin. Everyone is really surprised and
claps.

“Ok.” says a chap sitting at one of the tables, “I happen to have my violin with me”. He takes it out of its
case and gives it to the octopus who holds it and the bow and he starts to play a really sad, atmospheric
tune and it reduces everyone to tears!
A Scotsman stands up and walks to the back room saying, “I bet you can’t play what I’ve got!” He comes
out with some bagpipes and puts them in front of the octopus but instead of playing them, the octopus
just stares at them! Alarmed, his owner says, “What’s the matter? Why don’t you play it?” “PLAY IT?”
says the octopus – “if I can get its pajamas off, I’m going to make love to it!!
Boom boom!!

Jan Charles
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Cookery Corner

Tricia Sheppard

Home baking is not the difficult, time consuming task it is often assumed to be and the results are
most rewarding. With a few well planned hours in the kitchen (and we all have plenty of that at the
moment) you can produce a delicious variety of tea time treats.
Here are a couple of our family favourites which are very easy to make.
My granddaughter making a start with her baking.

Shortbread Biscuits or an 8 inch Round
Preheat oven to 160 degrees centigrade
4 oz butter or alternative
2 oz caster sugar
6 oz plain flour sifted

Caster sugar for dredging
Cream the butter and sugar together until light and fluffy. Add the flour and stir until the mixture binds
together. It should leave the side of the bowl.
Turn onto a lightly floured board and knead until smooth. Roll out to an 8 inch round or use a small
cutter to cut out your biscuits. Prick biscuits or 8 inch round. Mark into 8 portions for the 8 inch round
shortbread.
Dust with caster sugar and bake in a preheated oven of 160 degrees centigrade for 40 – 45 mins for a
round or 25 – 30 mins for the biscuits until they are pale golden.

Another great recipe on the next page
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Teatime Scones
8 oz Self Raising Flour
½ teaspoon of baking powder
2 oz butter or alternative
2 tablespoons of caster sugar

¼ pint of milk or alternative (approximately)
Add 3oz of mixed fruit for fruity scones
I know some of you have recipes for making scones with lemonade, soda water and yoghurt.
Perhaps you would like to share with us all those recipes.
Sift the flour and baking powder. Rub in the fat until it resembles breadcrumbs and then stir in the
sugar and fruit (if using). Add enough milk to give a soft dough.
Turn onto a lightly floured surface, knead very gently and roll out to about ¾ inch thick and cut into
2 inch rounds and place on a lightly floured baking sheet.

Brush with milk and bake in a preheated oven of 220 degrees centigrade for 10 mins. Cool on a
wire rack.
Cut in half and spread with butter, jam etc and enjoy!!!!

Theatre Update
Theatres in Eastbourne are currently closed. The Congress and Devonshire
Park say they hope to reopen in September. Many shows have been postponed until 2021 or beyond. The Winter Gardens are in the process of being
refurbished and were not expected to be open until 2021 anyway.
The Royal Hippodrome hopes to open with “Funny Girls” in October. Eastbourne Council is consulting
their theatre staff about voluntary redundancies, as they need to make saving across the council workforce.
At the Theatre Royal Brighton, performances have been suspended until at least 20th September and
once again many shows postponed. The company that owns the theatre are also planning on staff redundancies.
At the moment, any theatre performance can only be held if social distancing is in place, temperatures
are taken on arrival and audiences must wear masks during the show.
As with so much else, getting back to normal is not really in sight but once we can plan safe trips we certainly will.
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Facebook
My husband could not comprehend why Facebook existed. He therefore decided to try
applying Facebook principles whilst out for his daily walk. Every day he would tell people
he passed what he had eaten for breakfast and what he intended to have for lunch. He
would also tell them how he felt at that moment, what he had done the night before and
what he intended to do later.
He handed out pictures of his children, grandchildren, and the dog to the people he passed. Also pictures of himself gardening, taking things apart in the garage, watering the lawn and me in the kitchen.
He also listened to the conversations of passers-by and gave them ‘thumbs up’ and told them he liked
them.

Chatterbox Group Doreena Evans
Just a snippet from the Chatterbox Group. In spite of the difficulties we have experienced in the past
few months our group have all kept in touch by phone on a regular basis but of course we have not
been able to meet.
We have a splinter group which has developed out of Chatterbox. This is the Curry Lovers so of course
this has been a no go but now restaurants are opening up hopefully we
shall be able to have a curry evening in the near future when everyone
feels safe!
We send all our U3A members our best wishes and keep safe all of you.
For the future, there is one place available in the Chatterbox Group.

Answers

7. Jelly (fish) 8. Shark

6. Kipper

2. Skate

1. Perch

9. Herrings

3. C.O.D.

10. Sea horse

4. Dover sole 5. Mussel (muscle)

Five Deans U3A Turkey & Tinsel Trip to Torquay
November 23rd 2020
Andrew Cregeen from Five Deans U3A has contacted us to offer our members places on their trip to Torquay in November. The trip will be for 5 nights and the cost will be £219. Travel will be by coach with
Alfa. I believe the pickup point will be the Sea Life Centre in the centre of Brighton. If you are interested in joining the trip please contact Andrew directly on 01273 307334.
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Was Life Really Like This?
Thanks again to Robyn Halliday for yet another look back in time:
We met and we married a long time ago,
We worked very long hours, wages were low,
No TV, no wireless, no bath – times were hard,
Just a cold water tap and a lav in the yard.
No holidays abroad, no posh carpets on floors
We had coal on the fire and we didn’t lock doors.
Our children were born, no pill in those days
And we brought them up good without any state aid.
They were safe going out to play in the park,
And our old folk could go for a walk in the dark
No Valium, no drugs, no LSD
We cured all our ills with a nice cup of tea.
But if you were sick you were treated at once
No ‘fill out that form and come back in six months.’
No vandals, no muggings, there was nothing to rob
We felt very rich with just a couple of bob.
People were happier in those far off days,
Kinder and caring in so many ways.
Milkmen and paper boys would whistle and sing
A night at the pictures our only mad fling.
We all get our share of trouble and strife,
We just had to face it, the pattern of life.
But now I’m alone I look back on the years,
I don’t think of the bad times, the trouble and tears.
I remember my blessings, our home and our love,
And that we shared them together, I thank God above.
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U3A Group Leaders’ Meeting
As Group Co-ordinator, I called a meeting by telephone conference on August 5 th for the leaders of all
our groups so that we could get an overview of what has been happening during lockdown. We found
out that quite a few of our groups have been able to connect and work together in creative ways.
For instance, Marian has been keeping the Ukulele Group busy by recording and sending out music to members for them to practice. Some
of the group members have been working with Marion using Zoom.
Zoom does have its issues though as sound takes time to travel and it’s
totally impossible to hear each other simultaneously so a group performance ends in a cacophony of sound!
Everyone will know that the Art Group have been busy, and we have all
enjoyed seeing the fruits of their work published each month in the bulletin. Each week Graham sends out a weekly challenge by email and
this has gone well. The group have even met up on Seaford beach, being careful to socially distance of course.
Val’s Newhaven Book Group are still busy reading! Each month Viv has been choosing a type of book
for everyone to read for example a children’s book or a Jane Austen. The theme of this month is travel.
Viv rings everyone up to discuss their book. Doreena’s chatterbox members are still chattering away
but now they are chattering on the phone rather than face to face.
Rose is hoping to hold a socially distanced meeting of the Peacehaven Book Club in her garden.
Jacquie’s groups have been a disaster! All the theatres are closed so there’s no activity there and the
bridges groups are not able to meet as there’s no such thing as socially distanced bridge. Yvonne faces
the same problem with scrabble.
Although the restaurants have opened Sharon’s Lunch Bunch haven’t met
up. The group is large and many of the group wouldn’t feel comfortable
or safe just yet.

Philosophy, Photography, Music and French all feel the same way. Although Tony’s Tablets, Laptops
and Smartphones Group hasn’t met, he’s provided help on a one to one basis with 6 U3A members
since lockdown.
Overall, it was great to catch up with everyone and to share good practice and ideas.
Pam Beaumont
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The View from My (Lockdown) Window
The folds of the distant hills provide the backdrop. They edge the A259 that runs from Denton to
Bishopstone. The busy road is hidden from view this side by a line of trees.
In front, a minor road runs down to a small industrial area. Lorries are seen, but not
heard, on their way to collect or deliver. The road is parallel to the railway line.
Frequent nine carriage trains gather speed as they leave Newhaven station and
travel towards their scenic route to Seaford.
Bright orange windsocks do their job either side of the river.
The River Ouse, usually so busy, is quieter now that we are in the midst of a pandemic situation. The
fishing boats still go out daily – usually mid-afternoon, as they make their way to the far-off fishing
grounds. Their return, about 24 hours later, is always accompanied by flocks of gulls, hoping for whatever will be discarded as the boats dock. In lockdown not much else moves. Even the cross-channel
ferry is suspended. No passengers now, but the DFDS ‘Seven Sisters’ is in use commercially once a
day from Dieppe.
The boat yard is overflowing with all sized crafts, small boats still come by road increasing the numbers. Several yachts are here dominating the skyline. Most of the boats would have gone back into
the water at Easter time. In lockdown nothing is moving.
In this normally quiet area, the sun has brought the people out. Early morning
dog walkers are followed by couples out for some exercise. Family groups come
later. Children who would normally be at school go down to the beach. Some
have blown up toys and lilos. There is an air of excitement. Two police officers in
summer uniform walk down. Enforcing social distancing must be their mission.
On the road a car goes by with a canoe on its roof. On a quieter day two horses and riders pass by.

Traffic is heavier than it was pre-lockdown due to more vans bringing parcels and supermarket vehicles delivering regularly.
The border of our allocated parking area is edged with neat flowering shrubs. This marks numbered
parking spaces. Usually almost empty during the day, that all changed with lockdown. Gradually that
will change again with some returning to work.
The footpath has recently been where family have gathered for socially distanced visits. Recently one
of the family turned 14. It was lovely to see him and to sing to him on his birthday, with piano accompaniment from inside. It was good to be together, albeit separately.
Continued on the next page
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When no-one is about, the birds appear. Two magpies visit daily, strutting around
the car park as if they own it. A robin appears and always sits on the same branch
on the hedge. Other small birds investigate the plants. Bees and butterflies join in.
Two beautiful fuchsias, with their pink and purple flowers, adding colour to the border. Next are the hebes, the seaside favourite, showing off white and mauve blossom. There is a
lone red rose. Years ago, it was a small pot plant – a gift that continues to flower. All around it campanula spreads and is a blaze of deep purple. All of this after a lovely spring display of miniature
daffodils, tulips, and crocuses.
All of this makes up my view. Always admired – never more appreciated
Jean Griffin, June 2020

“Unusual Bookmarks” by a Retired Library Assistant
In a desk drawer in every public library you will find a rubber band holding together a large quantity of
bookmarks returned accidentally by borrowers. More unusual ‘bookmarks’ were found, some more
unusual than others!
I once returned three ten-pound notes to a borrower. She spent less time thanking
me than scolding her forgetful husband.
When we found an ‘in-date’ lottery ticket, we discussed the legal and moral rights of claiming the million-pound prize. Fortunately, the purchaser returned for it, so we need not have worried; she continued to borrow books, so we assume the ticket was not a ‘winner’.
The most embarrassing ‘bookmark’ was found by a colleague when shelving books. Having retrieved
from the floor what she thought was a wrapped plaster, she proceeded to ask the young man standing
next to her if it belonged to him. He must have been somewhat puzzled to be offered a condom!

So, remember next time you return your library books, check for unusual ‘bookmarks’.
Viv Dunstall

Excitement at the opening up of National Trust house gardens!
I’ve done lots of walking during lockdown and have been so relieved we were allowed to do exercise
walks if we are not in the shielding group.
I am 69 and so fortunate not to have an underlying health condition.
So first off tried to book for Sheffield Park, which is a favourite, but did not get up early enough on the
Friday morning I could book!
I did however manage to book a time slot for Nyman’s and was able to show my printed off ticket easily to the volunteer as I drove in.
Continued on next page
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First off, I went to the toilet on arrival and was pleased to see that a handbasin was not in use so users
could social distance when hand washing. Also, paper towels were available, which was great as I am
not a fan of hand dryers. At the beginning of lockdown, I realized that I had never washed my hands
well enough and when out had often not dried at all as do not like hand dryers! No wonder I got so
many winter viruses! Now I am keeping a small towel in my handbag!
The shop and cafe were of course closed and there was a one-way system around the gardens.
People were amazingly patient and courteous, going round. I think we were all so pleased to be there!
I was on my own but there were people in pairs and small groups and as it was a nice day there was lots
of picnicking. The one-way system went all the way round and more tricky areas to social distance were
blocked off. I did miss a bit I wanted to see, but was happy to go in and out again, and there was no
time restraint!
The gardens looked remarkably good and I was lucky to speak to the man who lives onsite, who was
lopping away, and congratulate him on his work without so many normal volunteers. I have normally
been to Sussex gardens with family and found I saw and appreciated a lot more when not chatting!
So, it was good to go to my next NT garden on my own too!
This time I managed to book a later time slot for Sheffield Park and had a picnic and loo stop in woods
near the house before I went in! There was a van selling coffee, tea, and snacks in the grounds where
you park which people appreciated. This is a much larger park and, after parking and showing my ticket
at a stand, there was only a short distance of one way before anyone could wander anywhere! The gardens were beautiful and as it was a nice sunny day, I treated myself to an ice cream at a kiosk in the
grounds. As I am a keen walker and was on my own, I managed to do the whole park and the woodland
footpaths which I had not had time to do before! Family members I have been with in the past have
been keen on gardens, but also wanted to go to the cafe shop on sight and there had never been time!
Also, grandchildren have wanted to do the fun fact sheets where you must find things! So, I was one of
the last ones out and using loos before I went. Here it was staffed and only one person could go in at a
time.
Whilst chilling on a picnic table before I left it was great to see NT volunteers queueing to go in and appreciate the gardens after closing time. One I spoke to said this was the first time this had happened so
a positive for lockdown! I then had a final wander round the free parkland and small wood and thought
next time I am going to come for a whole day on my own as there is so much to see. There are beautiful
colours in the autumn and lambs on parkland in the spring!
I had also booked Wakehurst that week on my own and went on June 19th. Loos were open but you
had to manage your own social distancing! Both coffee/snack venues were open, and I treated myself
to a latte from one. Lots of people were on their own and I chatted to those nearby. I have always loved
Wakehurst and as it is so huge, it was easy to social distance.
Continued on next page
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There were some areas, like the Iris Pond, that were busier, but again people were very courteous,
and everyone enjoyed it. As I was on my own again, I managed to walk all round, including the meadow
areas and this time found the maze! Normally a lot of time is spent in the cafe and at the children’s playground,
which is great. Saw even more than when I trudged my daughter all round, when she was 6 months pregnant
and we had to have lots of stops and was a bit nervous going down the steep slopes!
I was surprised to find the shop open and must admit I was tempted to buy some change-colour wellies for a
grandchild and some sale price salted caramel and mini egg Easter chocolate for older grandchildren and their
parents!
I have had a break from NT houses since, as I am busy seeing more family and friends, doing lots of walking,
trips to the beach etc, and staying in an isolated Airbnb in Derbyshire. which was another adventure for another
newsletter! Visited Packwood House NT gardens, in the West Midlands with friends, on route, a favourite of my
late mum’s, but that might be a bit far for U3A members to visit!
I am going to Batemans for the first time, with a new friend made in lockdown.
I have only lived in Sussex for a year and excited to see a new place!

Pam Thompson
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Meridian Centre Development
We all know by now that The Coop plans to develop the Meridian Centre site building many houses/
flats and a smaller store on the lines of the one on the South Coast Road. The Coop Funeral service has
already amalgamated with the Caring Lady. Other businesses have been given notice to quit and must
find new premises or cease trading. We don’t know what the county’s plans are for the library. There
are a lot of rumours circulating about Community House being pulled down and Telscombe and Peacehaven Councils amalgamating, Some of the rumours include Newhaven Council in this as well. The new
council apparently being based at Telscombe Civic Centre. We contacted a Peacehaven councillor and
Lewes District Councillor to ask them directly. There has been no discussion of councils amalgamating.
Peacehaven Town Council owns Community House and the land it stands on. The council is firmly committed to continuing to provide the same facilities that are currently available. So, while they could in
theory sell up and move, they would then have to purchase new land and rebuild. This would cost
much more than staying out, so not surprisingly, staying out seems to have majority support.
That’s the reason a new meeting hall is not mentioned in the consultation currently underway by the
Peacehaven and Telscombe Neighbourhood Development Plan steering group. This is dealing with the
Coop owned land.
The consultation ends on 31st August. If you have not already made your views known you only have a
few days left.
They are asking which of 9 community facilities you would like to see on the site:
1. Children's play area 2. Pedestrianised street 3. Public seating
4. Weekend markets 5. Covered shopping area 6. Cycle paths & bike racks
7. Enterprise business units 8. Grass picnic area 9. Planted gardens
You can answer the survey online at

https://www.peacehaven-and-telscombe-neighbourhood-plan-steering-group.co.uk/survey
If you would like to fill it out offline please contact 07810 560337
There are also are also papers forms at Peacehaven Town Council Offices, Telscombe Civic Centre and
The Gateway Café. Completed forms should be sent back to any of these.
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Membership Secretary

Bernard Bowshall

01273 583062 bernard.bowshall@btinternet.com

Treasurer

Tony Garwood

07428122161
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Pam Beaumont

01273 982218 prmbeaumont@hotmail.co.uk
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and Beacon Database Administrator

John Harrison

01273 586766 harrystjohn2003@yahoo.co.uk

Publicity Officer

June Marsh

01273 513937 junemarsh1935@uwclub.net

Outings

Pat Bethel

01273 758041 patbethel@hotmail.com

U3A Webmaster

Tony Garwood

07428122161

Committee Member

Doreena Evans

01273 585089

Committee Member

Tricia Shepherd

01273 516079 johnandtricaia@tiscali.co.uk

Committee Member

Rose Bell

01273 582172 roseellen019@gmail.com

Committee Member

Carole York

07595582463

jacquiewr@hotmail.com

tonygarwd@hotmail.com

tonygarwd@hotmail.com

caroleyork@ymail.com

When possible, please contact committee members only between the hours of 09:00 to 17:30

Monthly Bulletin
The Monthly Bulletin contains any important information or updates to the information published in the
preceding Newsletter. It is distributed by email and members that do not have email will have a hard
copy posted to them. Please send all content for the Monthly Bulletin to John Harrison at 01273
586766 or harrystjohn2003@yahoo.co.uk to arrive before 26th of the month.
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